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Context
We will learn about what does ESSA says about equity. What does ESSA say about student-based budgeting
Should my district participate in the SBB pilot? If so, how can we maximize our changes for success ESSA is a
plan for a pilot with up to 50 districts to develop and implement student based budget? As it is today, most
districts experience significant funding variation across schools In most equitable systems, 70-80% of schools
are funded within 10% of median need-adjusted funding.

Six factors account for most variation in school funding: School size, Building utilization (schools with many
empty seats, commonly less than 85% of available capacity filled) , teacher compensation (may be one factor
but it is not always the determining factor), Inaccurate enrollment projections, school type, ad-hoc exceptions.
Key Points
Two aspects of ESSA include:
• Systems must be reporting on school level per-pupil spending.
• Big shift into reporting out on teacher salary level on the school level. Making sure that all expenses are
those in the school level. Not managed centrally.
This will highlight issues on equity
1. Drawing attention to broad patterns of more inexperienced and lower-paid teachers in schools with more
low-income students and students of color. Current issues with District Per Pupil Reporting -Most districts
either don't report or don't include all spending -Few districts report actual salaries by school -Per pupil
spending varies widely even when controlling for student need. Districts need to prepare on the reporting side
but also need to address the issues this program will be highlighting.

2. The ESSA Pilot program provides for weighted student funding. Under the pilot, districts must demonstrate a
commitment to equitable distribution of state and local dollars --based on actual per-pupil expenditures. Use of
average teacher salary for budgeting can disguise inequity. The difference is if you start counting what teachers
actually earns (based on experience level); some schools will then invest more dollars than other schools with
more inexperienced teachers). Average salaries may cap potential resource equity across schools. Frees up
additional resources for schools with higher-paid teachers. Encourages principals to ignore teacher
compensation in staffing. Using actual salaries maximizes resource equity across schools and frees up additional
resources for schools with lower-paid teachers. It also encourages principals to consider teacher compensation
in staffing. It is important to choose the one approach that is mot aligned with the system's theory of action.
3. SBB works as part of a cohesive strategy to improve student achievement. Commonly weighted factors in
SBB: poverty include: free and reduced lunch or more nuanced measures, e.g. concentration of poverty. It's
hard to measure the variables in all these districts. Are you actually creating collaborative training blocks and
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truly being flexible? You should get improvements in instruction because of this change. If you make changes
into staffing and resources, the point is by pursuing SBB should lead to more equity and transparency. This will
then affect the resource allocation, and maximize the chances for improving student achievement.
Other Key Takeaways
SBB does not solve school funding inequity.
School size, school type, building utilization: yes reduces and clarified additional funding need, but small schools
may still require a subsidy. There needs to be baseline funding for schools to even run.

SBB may be right for districts where:
-per-pupil funding levels are at or above national average for your set of peer districts, and/or rising
- It is important to get accurate timely information (Data systems)
-Principals and district leadership with passion and willingness to make these changes
If you remember nothing else:
1. Prepare for school-level reporting
2. Understand why you have inequity in your system Not just how you have to comply, but the intent of the
reporting is to inspire action to understand the drivers of inequity. If not just teacher compensation, then you're
looking for other inequities to look at.
3. Consider tradeoffs and potential benefits of participating in a potential federal SBB pilot
4. If you are pursuing SBB
a. be technically airtight
b. manage the politics
c. enable academic improvement.
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